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Exercises


Differentiate the folloowing words by putting single line under masculine nouns

and two lines under feminine nouns:




Write five words for Masculine and Feminine:

 




 (pen) (book) 
                    

 (The pen) (The book)

 "  "    

Exercises 
Read and write    

Follow the above given pattern and complete the question.





Give correct endings to the following words:



 " "  ""  "  " 



  "  " 

Exercises    


Write the words keeping in mind the rule pertaining the Sun and Moon letters:



















Bring five words of sun letters  from the lesson.









Bring five words of moon letters from the lesson.











Count moon and sun letters and write them separately.

 





  
 

 
  

Exercises

Read and write by pitting the right vowels in the end.


